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by Dawn Rangel,
Program Director

as told to Jim Merritt,
Dean Emeritus of DJ Training

I. No Station is an isiand

Throughout its existence, KCPR has laeen governed and operated almost entirely l)y stiKtents,
with a minimum of faculty supervision and intervention. This is at^cal for a radio station that
is licensed to a major university and that is supported largely by public funds. Usually, a station
in KCPFTs situation is run by one or more faculty members, with students having little if any say
in station policies. At KCPR, however, students are left to run the station more or less as they
please. This unusual r^ree of creative freedom has enabled KCPR to carve out a secure niche as
the Central Coastfs primary outlet for alternative music and programming. With your cooperation
and support, it will remain so indefinitely.

Many people think that KCPR should sit at (or even beyond) the "cutting edge" of modern
social and musical trends, and that It cannot properly claim to be "Alternative Radio" unless it does
so. However, KCPR draws its audience and receives its financial support from the entire Central
Coast region, not just Cal Poly. It must therefore provide alternative programming that is suited
to (and suitable for) the entire region. The "cutting edge" in San Luis Obispo and Santa Maria is
not the same as the "cutting edge" in Los Angeles or San Francisco. We simply cannot exp^ the
largely conservative audience in tWs area to pay much attention to us or to take us and our message
seriously if we position ourselves too far away from their points of reference.

There is no question that KCPR has an artistic obligation to challenge its audience, to educate
local tastes in new music, and to open local minds to alternative points of view. But we also have a
legal responsibility to serve the needs of the public and the University. If we abuse our freedom,
we stand to lose it. For instance, consider the faiiure of our recent efforts to boost our power and
move our transmitter to Cuesta Ridge. Our plans and hard work were thwarted in part because of
administrative perceptions that KCPR was catering only to an elite, fringe audience, and so did not
merit an extended signal range. Station policy this year, especially in terms of music selection
and fomat, is designed to broaden our appeal without compromising our reputation as a leader in
attemative programming.
























